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We are living in a connected world.
Networks permeate every aspect of
our lives. Our consciousness is based

on the network of neurons in our brain. Our
society is formed by various social, economi-
cal and political networks. The Internet,
which is profoundly changing the way we
live, is nothing but a network of information
resources. Our overall well-being depends to
a large extent on the stability and health of
many networks. Yet we live in a constantly
changing and often hostile environment. It 
is therefore important to understand how
robustly these networks respond to disrup-
tions. On page 378 of this issue, Albert, Jeong
and Barabási1 address this problem in a 
simple and elegant way. They find that the
tolerance of networks to different types of
perturbation depends critically on the net-
work structure.

Given a set of nodes and links, a simple
network can be built by linking pairs of
nodes at random until we use up all the
available links2. Such a random network
belongs to the class of ‘exponential net-
works’ because each node has roughly the
same number of connections (it is statis-
tically homogeneous) and the frequency 
of highly connected nodes decreases expo-
nentially. But most naturally occurring 
networks have much more intricate hierar-
chical structures; for example, the frequency
of highly connected nodes often decays as a
simple power law. Power laws are found in
many areas, from the distribution of popu-
lation sizes to the frequency of scientific
citations. Networks that follow power laws
are called ‘scale-free networks’ because they
are not tied to a specific scale. This means
they are extremely inhomogeneous: where-
as most nodes have one or two links, a few
highly connected nodes will have a large
number of links and so play a key role in the
behaviour of the network.

Albert and co-workers1 wisely simplify
their study of network tolerance by focusing
on these two classes of network structure: the
random, exponential network and the self-
organized, scale-free network. To measure
the quantitative performance of a network,
the authors use the average distance between
two nodes in the network, where distance is
defined by the minimum number of links
between these two nodes. The authors also
consider two types of destructive perturba-
tion: randomly occurring error, which is due

to random malfunction of the nodes; and 
an intentional attack, which is aimed at the
most connected nodes.

For an exponential network, Albert and
co-workers find that the accumulation of
random errors has a deteriorating effect on
the network performance. This decrease in
network performance occurs because each
deletion of a node destroys some local 
paths, which leads to an increase in the dis-
tance between the nodes involved in these
paths. The above argument seems quite 
reasonable and general. But in the case of a
scale-free network, Albert and co-workers
make a surprising discovery: they find that
the performance of the scale-free network 
is almost unchanged by the random removal
of nodes up to a large deletion rate.

The immunity of this network’s perfor-
mance to random error suggests two features
about the network structure: first, most of

the nodes are just ‘end users’, the removal 
of which does not affect the paths between
other nodes; second, there are ‘degenerate
paths’ between nodes, which implies the
existence of highly connected nodes. These
two competing requirements have apparent-
ly found the perfect balance in the scale-free
network. Further study is needed to under-
stand this network’s immunity to random
error — one can only speculate that the 
reason lies deep in the scale-free nature of 
the network structure.

However, the structure that makes the
scale-free network superior to the exponen-
tial network in the case of random error
becomes its Achilles’ heel under hostile
attack. The most effective way of destroying 
a network is to attack its most connected
nodes. For the scale-free network, in which
there are nodes of high connectivity, the
effect of targeted attack is much more severe
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How robust is the Internet?
Yuhai Tu

Figure 1 What does the Internet look like? No map exists of the entire Internet, but these lines show
the paths an e-mail might take across some of the largest networks. The lines branch at each network
router, or node, along the way. Colours were assigned according to the geographic domain (for
example, .se for Sweden) where each network router was registered.  The map was created using the
skitter tool (developed by D. McRobb at CAIDA)7, which sends out small packets of data from a
source to many destinations through the Internet. The data collected by skitter give a snapshot of 
the Internet at a particular moment. (Graph created by B. Huffaker using graph layout code provided
by B. Cheswick and H. Burch.)
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Complex systems, such as the Internet, are surprisingly resistant to random
errors. But a new study warns against complacency — the feature that
makes the Internet immune to accidents also makes it vulnerable to attack.
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“Exploring network robustness”



Power laws, pk ∼ k−γ

ln pk ∼ −γ ln k
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As probability distributions:

• For 1 < γ ≤ 2, both the average 〈k〉 and σ2 =
〈
k2
〉
− 〈k〉2 diverge.

• For 2 < γ ≤ 3, average 〈k〉 is finite, but σ2 diverges.

• For γ > 3, both average and standard deviation finite.



Why is this “scale-free”?

p(k) = Ak−γ, (where A is the normalization constant).

So p(bk) = A(bk)−γ = Ab−γk−γ = b−γp(k).

p(bk)
p(k) = b−γ regardless of k.

In contrast consider: p(k) = A exp(−k).

So p(bk) = A exp(−bk).

p(bk)
p(k) = exp[−k(b− 1)] dependent on k



Self-similar/scale-free fractal structures

Sierpinski Sieve/Gasket/Fractal, N ∼ rd.
When r doubles, N triples: 3 = 2d

d = logN/ log r = log 3/ log 2



“Fractal dimension” of a network

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal dimension on networks



Recall: Preferential Attachment random graphs:
The Barabási and Albert model

• A discrete time process.

• Start with single isolated node.

• At each time step, a new node arrives.

• This node makes m connections to already existing nodes.
(Why m edges?)

• We are interested in the limit of large graph size.

• Probability incoming node attaches to a particular node of
degree j:

Pij = j/
∑
j dj = j/(2mt) .



Rate equations
(Let nk,t ≡ number of nodes of degree k at time t,

and nt ≡ total number of nodes at time t: Note nt = t)

For each arriving link:

• For k > m : nk,t+1 = nk,t +
(k−1)
2mt nk−1,t − k

2mt nk,t

• For k = m : nm,t+1 = nm,t + 1− m
2mt nm,t

But each arriving node contributes m links:

• For k > m : nk,t+1 = nk,t +
m(k−1)

2mt nk−1,t − mk
2mnt

nk,t

• For k = m : nm,t+1 = nm,t + 1− m2

2mt nm,t



Recursion for pm

pk = (k−1)(k−2)···(m)
(k+2)(k+1)···(m+3) · pm = m(m+1)(m+2)

(k+2)(k+1)k ·
2

(m+1)

pk = 2m(m+1)
(k+2)(k+1)k

For k � 1

pk ∼ k−3

Get only γ = 3 power laws.



Getting different γ’s

Mix PA steps with random attachment (i.e., uniform attachment)

• Dorogovtsev SN, Mendes JFF, Samukhin AN (2000) Phys Rev
Lett 85:4633 4636.

• Cooper C, Frieze A (2003) Random Struct Algorithms
22:311335.

• Buckley PG, Osthus D (2004) Discrete Math 282:53 68.

Gives γ > 2



The Internet?

• Michalis Faloutsos, Petros Faloutsos, Christos Faloutsos,
“On power-law relationships of the Internet topology”, ACM
SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review Volume 29 ,
Issue 4 Oct. 1999.

• γ ≈ 2.1

• (over 1300 cites)
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Robustness of “scale-free” graphs

Reka Albert, Hawoong Jeong and Albert-Laszlo Barabasi,
“Error and attack tolerance of complex networks”, Nature, 406
(27) 2000. (Correction: 409 2001).

“The Achilles Heel of the Internet”

• “How robust is the Internet?” Yuhai Tu, Nature (New and Views)
406 (27) 2000.

• “Scientists spot Achilles heel of the Internet”, CNN, July 26,
2000.



Exponential vs scale-free: structure
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called scale-free networks, which include the World-Wide Web3–5,
the Internet6, social networks7 and cells8. We find that such
networks display an unexpected degree of robustness, the ability
of their nodes to communicate being unaffected even by un-
realistically high failure rates. However, error tolerance comes at a
high price in that these networks are extremely vulnerable to
attacks (that is, to the selection and removal of a few nodes that
play a vital role in maintaining the network’s connectivity). Such
error tolerance and attack vulnerability are generic properties of
communication networks.

The increasing availability of topological data on large networks,
aided by the computerization of data acquisition, had led to great
advances in our understanding of the generic aspects of network
structure and development9–16. The existing empirical and theo-
retical results indicate that complex networks can be divided into
two major classes based on their connectivity distribution P(k),
giving the probability that a node in the network is connected to k
other nodes. The first class of networks is characterized by a P(k)
that peaks at an average !k" and decays exponentially for large k. The
most investigated examples of such exponential networks are the
random graph model of Erdös and Rényi9,10 and the small-world
model of Watts and Strogatz11, both leading to a fairly homogeneous
network, in which each node has approximately the same number
of links, k ! !k". In contrast, results on the World-Wide Web
(WWW)3–5, the Internet6 and other large networks17–19 indicate
that many systems belong to a class of inhomogeneous networks,
called scale-free networks, for which P(k) decays as a power-law,
that is P!k""k! g, free of a characteristic scale. Whereas the prob-
ability that a node has a very large number of connections (k q !k")
is practically prohibited in exponential networks, highly connected
nodes are statistically significant in scale-free networks (Fig. 1).

We start by investigating the robustness of the two basic con-
nectivity distribution models, the Erdös–Rényi (ER) model9,10 that
produces a network with an exponential tail, and the scale-free
model17 with a power-law tail. In the ER model we first define the N
nodes, and then connect each pair of nodes with probability p. This
algorithm generates a homogeneous network (Fig. 1), whose con-
nectivity follows a Poisson distribution peaked at !k" and decaying
exponentially for k q !k".

The inhomogeneous connectivity distribution of many real net-
works is reproduced by the scale-free model17,18 that incorporates
two ingredients common to real networks: growth and preferential
attachment. The model starts with m0 nodes. At every time step t a
new node is introduced, which is connected to m of the already-
existing nodes. The probability !i that the new node is connected
to node i depends on the connectivity ki of node i such that
!i # ki=Sjkj. For large t the connectivity distribution is a power-
law following P!k" # 2m2=k3.

The interconnectedness of a network is described by its diameter
d, defined as the average length of the shortest paths between any
two nodes in the network. The diameter characterizes the ability of
two nodes to communicate with each other: the smaller d is, the
shorter is the expected path between them. Networks with a very
large number of nodes can have quite a small diameter; for example,
the diameter of the WWW, with over 800 million nodes20, is around
19 (ref. 3), whereas social networks with over six billion individuals

Exponential Scale-free

ba

Figure 1 Visual illustration of the difference between an exponential and a scale-free
network. a, The exponential network is homogeneous: most nodes have approximately
the same number of links. b, The scale-free network is inhomogeneous: the majority of
the nodes have one or two links but a few nodes have a large number of links,
guaranteeing that the system is fully connected. Red, the five nodes with the highest
number of links; green, their first neighbours. Although in the exponential network only
27% of the nodes are reached by the five most connected nodes, in the scale-free
network more than 60% are reached, demonstrating the importance of the connected
nodes in the scale-free network Both networks contain 130 nodes and 215 links
(!k " # 3:3). The network visualization was done using the Pajek program for large
network analysis: !http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/pajekman.htm".
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Figure 2 Changes in the diameter d of the network as a function of the fraction f of the
removed nodes. a, Comparison between the exponential (E) and scale-free (SF) network
models, each containing N # 10;000 nodes and 20,000 links (that is, !k " # 4). The blue
symbols correspond to the diameter of the exponential (triangles) and the scale-free
(squares) networks when a fraction f of the nodes are removed randomly (error tolerance).
Red symbols show the response of the exponential (diamonds) and the scale-free (circles)
networks to attacks, when the most connected nodes are removed. We determined the f
dependence of the diameter for different system sizes (N # 1;000; 5,000; 20,000) and
found that the obtained curves, apart from a logarithmic size correction, overlap with
those shown in a, indicating that the results are independent of the size of the system. We
note that the diameter of the unperturbed (f # 0) scale-free network is smaller than that
of the exponential network, indicating that scale-free networks use the links available to
them more efficiently, generating a more interconnected web. b, The changes in the
diameter of the Internet under random failures (squares) or attacks (circles). We used the
topological map of the Internet, containing 6,209 nodes and 12,200 links (!k " # 3:4),
collected by the National Laboratory for Applied Network Research !http://moat.nlanr.net/
Routing/rawdata/". c, Error (squares) and attack (circles) survivability of the World-Wide
Web, measured on a sample containing 325,729 nodes and 1,498,353 links3, such that
!k " # 4:59.
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• N=130, E=215, Red five highest degree nodes; Green their
neighbors.

• Exp has 27% of green nodes, SF has 60%.



Exponential vs scale-free: Robustness
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called scale-free networks, which include the World-Wide Web3–5,
the Internet6, social networks7 and cells8. We find that such
networks display an unexpected degree of robustness, the ability
of their nodes to communicate being unaffected even by un-
realistically high failure rates. However, error tolerance comes at a
high price in that these networks are extremely vulnerable to
attacks (that is, to the selection and removal of a few nodes that
play a vital role in maintaining the network’s connectivity). Such
error tolerance and attack vulnerability are generic properties of
communication networks.

The increasing availability of topological data on large networks,
aided by the computerization of data acquisition, had led to great
advances in our understanding of the generic aspects of network
structure and development9–16. The existing empirical and theo-
retical results indicate that complex networks can be divided into
two major classes based on their connectivity distribution P(k),
giving the probability that a node in the network is connected to k
other nodes. The first class of networks is characterized by a P(k)
that peaks at an average !k" and decays exponentially for large k. The
most investigated examples of such exponential networks are the
random graph model of Erdös and Rényi9,10 and the small-world
model of Watts and Strogatz11, both leading to a fairly homogeneous
network, in which each node has approximately the same number
of links, k ! !k". In contrast, results on the World-Wide Web
(WWW)3–5, the Internet6 and other large networks17–19 indicate
that many systems belong to a class of inhomogeneous networks,
called scale-free networks, for which P(k) decays as a power-law,
that is P!k""k! g, free of a characteristic scale. Whereas the prob-
ability that a node has a very large number of connections (k q !k")
is practically prohibited in exponential networks, highly connected
nodes are statistically significant in scale-free networks (Fig. 1).

We start by investigating the robustness of the two basic con-
nectivity distribution models, the Erdös–Rényi (ER) model9,10 that
produces a network with an exponential tail, and the scale-free
model17 with a power-law tail. In the ER model we first define the N
nodes, and then connect each pair of nodes with probability p. This
algorithm generates a homogeneous network (Fig. 1), whose con-
nectivity follows a Poisson distribution peaked at !k" and decaying
exponentially for k q !k".

The inhomogeneous connectivity distribution of many real net-
works is reproduced by the scale-free model17,18 that incorporates
two ingredients common to real networks: growth and preferential
attachment. The model starts with m0 nodes. At every time step t a
new node is introduced, which is connected to m of the already-
existing nodes. The probability !i that the new node is connected
to node i depends on the connectivity ki of node i such that
!i # ki=Sjkj. For large t the connectivity distribution is a power-
law following P!k" # 2m2=k3.

The interconnectedness of a network is described by its diameter
d, defined as the average length of the shortest paths between any
two nodes in the network. The diameter characterizes the ability of
two nodes to communicate with each other: the smaller d is, the
shorter is the expected path between them. Networks with a very
large number of nodes can have quite a small diameter; for example,
the diameter of the WWW, with over 800 million nodes20, is around
19 (ref. 3), whereas social networks with over six billion individuals

Exponential Scale-free
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Figure 1 Visual illustration of the difference between an exponential and a scale-free
network. a, The exponential network is homogeneous: most nodes have approximately
the same number of links. b, The scale-free network is inhomogeneous: the majority of
the nodes have one or two links but a few nodes have a large number of links,
guaranteeing that the system is fully connected. Red, the five nodes with the highest
number of links; green, their first neighbours. Although in the exponential network only
27% of the nodes are reached by the five most connected nodes, in the scale-free
network more than 60% are reached, demonstrating the importance of the connected
nodes in the scale-free network Both networks contain 130 nodes and 215 links
(!k " # 3:3). The network visualization was done using the Pajek program for large
network analysis: !http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/pajekman.htm".
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Figure 2 Changes in the diameter d of the network as a function of the fraction f of the
removed nodes. a, Comparison between the exponential (E) and scale-free (SF) network
models, each containing N # 10;000 nodes and 20,000 links (that is, !k " # 4). The blue
symbols correspond to the diameter of the exponential (triangles) and the scale-free
(squares) networks when a fraction f of the nodes are removed randomly (error tolerance).
Red symbols show the response of the exponential (diamonds) and the scale-free (circles)
networks to attacks, when the most connected nodes are removed. We determined the f
dependence of the diameter for different system sizes (N # 1;000; 5,000; 20,000) and
found that the obtained curves, apart from a logarithmic size correction, overlap with
those shown in a, indicating that the results are independent of the size of the system. We
note that the diameter of the unperturbed (f # 0) scale-free network is smaller than that
of the exponential network, indicating that scale-free networks use the links available to
them more efficiently, generating a more interconnected web. b, The changes in the
diameter of the Internet under random failures (squares) or attacks (circles). We used the
topological map of the Internet, containing 6,209 nodes and 12,200 links (!k " # 3:4),
collected by the National Laboratory for Applied Network Research !http://moat.nlanr.net/
Routing/rawdata/". c, Error (squares) and attack (circles) survivability of the World-Wide
Web, measured on a sample containing 325,729 nodes and 1,498,353 links3, such that
!k " # 4:59.
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• (Remember, bigger diameter is worse.)

• SF are extremely robust to random failure (blue squares). Remove fraction
of nodes at random, and no change in diameter.

• SF are very fragile to targeted attack (removal of highest degree nodes).
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called scale-free networks, which include the World-Wide Web3–5,
the Internet6, social networks7 and cells8. We find that such
networks display an unexpected degree of robustness, the ability
of their nodes to communicate being unaffected even by un-
realistically high failure rates. However, error tolerance comes at a
high price in that these networks are extremely vulnerable to
attacks (that is, to the selection and removal of a few nodes that
play a vital role in maintaining the network’s connectivity). Such
error tolerance and attack vulnerability are generic properties of
communication networks.

The increasing availability of topological data on large networks,
aided by the computerization of data acquisition, had led to great
advances in our understanding of the generic aspects of network
structure and development9–16. The existing empirical and theo-
retical results indicate that complex networks can be divided into
two major classes based on their connectivity distribution P(k),
giving the probability that a node in the network is connected to k
other nodes. The first class of networks is characterized by a P(k)
that peaks at an average !k" and decays exponentially for large k. The
most investigated examples of such exponential networks are the
random graph model of Erdös and Rényi9,10 and the small-world
model of Watts and Strogatz11, both leading to a fairly homogeneous
network, in which each node has approximately the same number
of links, k ! !k". In contrast, results on the World-Wide Web
(WWW)3–5, the Internet6 and other large networks17–19 indicate
that many systems belong to a class of inhomogeneous networks,
called scale-free networks, for which P(k) decays as a power-law,
that is P!k""k! g, free of a characteristic scale. Whereas the prob-
ability that a node has a very large number of connections (k q !k")
is practically prohibited in exponential networks, highly connected
nodes are statistically significant in scale-free networks (Fig. 1).

We start by investigating the robustness of the two basic con-
nectivity distribution models, the Erdös–Rényi (ER) model9,10 that
produces a network with an exponential tail, and the scale-free
model17 with a power-law tail. In the ER model we first define the N
nodes, and then connect each pair of nodes with probability p. This
algorithm generates a homogeneous network (Fig. 1), whose con-
nectivity follows a Poisson distribution peaked at !k" and decaying
exponentially for k q !k".

The inhomogeneous connectivity distribution of many real net-
works is reproduced by the scale-free model17,18 that incorporates
two ingredients common to real networks: growth and preferential
attachment. The model starts with m0 nodes. At every time step t a
new node is introduced, which is connected to m of the already-
existing nodes. The probability !i that the new node is connected
to node i depends on the connectivity ki of node i such that
!i # ki=Sjkj. For large t the connectivity distribution is a power-
law following P!k" # 2m2=k3.

The interconnectedness of a network is described by its diameter
d, defined as the average length of the shortest paths between any
two nodes in the network. The diameter characterizes the ability of
two nodes to communicate with each other: the smaller d is, the
shorter is the expected path between them. Networks with a very
large number of nodes can have quite a small diameter; for example,
the diameter of the WWW, with over 800 million nodes20, is around
19 (ref. 3), whereas social networks with over six billion individuals

Exponential Scale-free
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Figure 1 Visual illustration of the difference between an exponential and a scale-free
network. a, The exponential network is homogeneous: most nodes have approximately
the same number of links. b, The scale-free network is inhomogeneous: the majority of
the nodes have one or two links but a few nodes have a large number of links,
guaranteeing that the system is fully connected. Red, the five nodes with the highest
number of links; green, their first neighbours. Although in the exponential network only
27% of the nodes are reached by the five most connected nodes, in the scale-free
network more than 60% are reached, demonstrating the importance of the connected
nodes in the scale-free network Both networks contain 130 nodes and 215 links
(!k " # 3:3). The network visualization was done using the Pajek program for large
network analysis: !http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/pajekman.htm".
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Figure 2 Changes in the diameter d of the network as a function of the fraction f of the
removed nodes. a, Comparison between the exponential (E) and scale-free (SF) network
models, each containing N # 10;000 nodes and 20,000 links (that is, !k " # 4). The blue
symbols correspond to the diameter of the exponential (triangles) and the scale-free
(squares) networks when a fraction f of the nodes are removed randomly (error tolerance).
Red symbols show the response of the exponential (diamonds) and the scale-free (circles)
networks to attacks, when the most connected nodes are removed. We determined the f
dependence of the diameter for different system sizes (N # 1;000; 5,000; 20,000) and
found that the obtained curves, apart from a logarithmic size correction, overlap with
those shown in a, indicating that the results are independent of the size of the system. We
note that the diameter of the unperturbed (f # 0) scale-free network is smaller than that
of the exponential network, indicating that scale-free networks use the links available to
them more efficiently, generating a more interconnected web. b, The changes in the
diameter of the Internet under random failures (squares) or attacks (circles). We used the
topological map of the Internet, containing 6,209 nodes and 12,200 links (!k " # 3:4),
collected by the National Laboratory for Applied Network Research !http://moat.nlanr.net/
Routing/rawdata/". c, Error (squares) and attack (circles) survivability of the World-Wide
Web, measured on a sample containing 325,729 nodes and 1,498,353 links3, such that
!k " # 4:59.
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• Used the topological map of the Internet, containing 6,209 nodes and
12,200 links < k >= 3.4), collected by the National Laboratory for Applied
Network Research http://moat.nlanr.net/Routing/rawdata/

• World-Wide Web data measured on a sample containing 325,729 nodes
and 1,498,353 links, such that < k >= 4.59.



BUT IS THE INTERNET REALLY A
SCALE-FREE RANDOM GRAPH?

• Faloutsos data only for one order of magnitude (even exp can
look power law in a short regime).

• 6000 nodes is a small fraction of the Internet.



The ’robust yet fragile’ nature of the Internet

John C. Doyle, David L. Alderson, Lun Li, Steven Low,
Matthew Roughan, Stanislav Shalunov, Reiko Tanaka, and
Walter Willinger, PNAS (2005) vol. 102 no. 41 1449714502.

the resulting models are widely conjectured to be asymptotically
equivalent (e.g., see ref. 6 and references therein).

In particular, for a graph g having degree sequence D, we
define the purely graph-theoretic quantity s(g) ! "(i, j)!E(g)didj,
where E(g) is the set of edges in the graph. It is easy to check that
high s(g) requires high-degree vertices to connect to other
high-degree vertices. Normalizing against smax ! max{s(g): g !
G(D)}, we define the measure 0 ! S(g) ! 1 of the graph g as
S(g) ! s(g)!smax. Although s(g) and S(g) can be computed for any
graph and do not depend on any particular construction mech-
anism, they have a special meaning in the context of ensembles
of graphs. Specifically, S(g) has a direct interpretation as the
relative log-likelihood of a graph resulting from the generalized
random-graph construction (17); thus, all of the SF-model–
generation mechanisms generate essentially only high S graphs.
The S-metric also potentially unifies other aspects of SF graphs,
because it is closely related to betweenness, degree correlation
(6), and graph assortativity (18) and captures several notions of
self-similarity related to graph trimming, coarse graining, and
random rewiring (6).

The focus on ensemble-based methods means that the analysis in
SF models has implicitly ignored those graphs that are unlikely to
result from such constructions, in particular graphs with small S.
Thus, although power-law degree distributions are unlikely under
some traditional random graph constructions [e.g., Erdös–Renyı́
random graphs (19)], there are a multitude of other model-
generation mechanisms that give rise to power laws (20). The
SF-generating mechanisms are only one kind, but they tend to
generate only high S graphs, which leaves unexplored an enormous
diversity of low S graphs, as seen in Fig. 1. The graphs in Fig. 1 a
and b are relatively likely to result from probabilistic construction,
whereas the graphs in Fig. 1 c and d are vanishingly unlikely. The
PA-type graph shown in Fig. 1a has S(ga) ! 0.61 and is typical of
the graphs that are likely under a variety of random-generation
methods. The graph shown in Fig. 1b is the smax graph and thus by
definition has S(gb) ! 1.0. It can be thought of both as the most
likely graph and also (uniquely) as the most ‘‘perfectly’’ SF graph
with this degree sequence. Of course, the sheer enormity of the
number of different high S graphs means that any particular one

graph, even the relatively most likely, is actually unlikely in absolute
terms to be selected. The graphs in Fig. 1 c and d have the values
S(gc) ! 0.33 and S(gd) ! 0.34, respectively; furthermore, there are
relatively few graphs with S values this low, and thus any graphs
similar to these are vanishingly unlikely to arise at random (6). The
remainder of this article explains in more detail why the underlying
forces at work in the evolution of the real router-level Internet avoid
the generation of high S graphs and how this feature can be
captured in an optimization-based design framework. We also
consider what, if anything, this framework has to say about the RYF
nature of the Internet.

A Look at the Actual Internet
An obvious starting point for investigating the structure and
underlying forces at work in the Internet is to inspect detailed
router-level maps from Internet service providers (ISPs).
Abilene, the backbone for the Internet2 academic network, is
illustrated in Fig. 1 and is an ideal example for many reasons that
will be exploited throughout this analysis.** Abilene publishes
detailed hardware specifications for each router and link, so Fig.
1 is exact, not an approximation based on indirect measure-
ments. Abilene is also a state-of-the-art network with essentially
no difference between physical (i.e., layer two) and Internet-
protocol (IP) (i.e., layer three) connectivity. This simplifies the
exposition without loss of generality and also eliminates a source
of confusion in measured data from networks that use older
legacy technologies. Using regional academic networks and
commercial ISPs, we verified that all the inferences and conclu-
sions based on Abilene hold in general. Commercial ISPs do not
allow publishing such details because of proprietary consider-
ations, but router-level measurement studies (21, 22, ††) further
confirm our analysis (7, 23, 24), although this requires additional
statistical and Internet-specific expertise beyond the intended scope
of this article.

**Detailed information about the objectives, organization, and development of the
Abilene network are available from www.internet2.edu!abilene.

††SKITTER Project. Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis, University of Cali-
fornia San Diego Supercomputing Center (www.caida.org).

Fig. 1. Diversity among graphs having the same degree sequence D. (a) RNDnet: a network consistent with construction by PA. The two networks represent
the same graph, but the figure on the right is redrawn to emphasize the role that high-degree hubs play in overall network connectivity. (b) SFnet: a graph having
the most preferential connectivity, again drawn both as an incremental growth type of network and in a form that emphasizes the importance of high-degree
nodes. (c) BADNet: a poorly designed network with overall connectivity constructed from a chain of vertices. (d) HOTnet: a graph constructed to be a simplified
version of the Abilene network shown in Fig. 2. (e) Power-law degree sequence D for networks shown in a–d. Only di # 1 is shown.
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“Scale-free”??

• Power law degree distribution→ “scale-free” degree distribution.

• But does that mean there are no scales at all in the system?

• Real-world data is high-dimensional.

• “Scale-free” in one attribute DOES NOT mean scale-free in all
attributes.

• Doyle et al, “scale-rich” networks.

Power law degree dist DOES NOT imply scale-free in all attributes!!



Power Law random graphs/Scale-free random graph

• These are random except for degree dist, so scale-free.

• Extremely resilient to random failure.

• Extremely sensitive to targeted attack.



Simulating PA

Basic code for simulating PA with m = 1 using R:

• runPA← function(N=100)
{

# outLink[i] is the parent of i
outLink← numeric(N)
# numlinks[i] is number total-links (in and out) for node i
numLinks← numeric(N)+1

for(i in 2:N)
{
p← sample(c(1:(i-1)),size=1,prob=numLinks[1:(i-1)])
outLink[i]← p
numLinks[p]← numLinks[p]+1
}
return(list(outLink, numLinks))
}



Visualizing a PA graph (m = 1) at n = 5000



Exploring PA networks

Demo:

• R

• Graphviz

We will use these as tools to explore Network robustness
(defined here as maintaining connectivity despite node and edge
deletion).

• Rest of lecture will be interactive demo....


